
Celebration Sunday – May 31, 2020

"All of us, at some time or other, need help. Whether we're giving or receiving help, each one 

of us has something valuable to bring to this world. That's one of the things that connects us 

as neighbors -- in our own way, each one of us is a giver and a receiver.” - Fred Rogers

Today is our intergenerational Celebration Sunday service! Our last intergenerational service 

was March 8th - we talked about the how, why, when, where and importance of prayer. It was 

also our last in-person worship service before the world changed. That week, schools closed, 

then everything closed. People were working from home, or were home without work. Parents

undertook the education of their children. Classes and meetings and worship went from in-

person to on the screen. What a long strange trip it’s been!

Do you remember our second online service? It was the first Sunday there was something in 

the Wonder Box. Do you remember what it was? It was my Mr. Rogers mug! And I talked 

about how, in times of trouble, we can all “...look for the helpers...” - the heroes - as Mr. 

Rogers’ mom had advised him when he was a child. I mentioned how Mr. Rogers is one of my

helpers and heroes - his show was one of the few “things on a screen” I was allowed to watch

as a child. There was much to learn then, and I have continued to learn and grow from the life

and words of Fred Rogers.

So, this morning, I’m doubling down. Our theme is the iconic Rogerian… “It’s a Beautiful Day 

in This Neighborhood” - did you know it’s “THIS neighborhood” and not “THE neighborhood?” 

When I think of First Parish in Lincoln, in all we’ve done for and been to one another these 

last few months, it IS a beautiful day in THIS neighborhood. Let us gather in that spirit today.

Reading:  This Celebration Sunday, we read and hear these words, and think about the work 

and play of the children and teachers in First Parish in Lincoln's RE program. Mr. Rogers 

said... 

"As human beings, our job in life is to help people realize how rare and valuable each one of 

us really is, that each of us has something that no one else has - or ever will have - 

something inside that is unique to all time. It's our job to encourage each other to discover 

that uniqueness and to provide ways of developing its expression."



Pastoral Message:  As we moved from gathering in person to gathering virtually for worship, 

other changes to our daily lives, our daily cares, our daily responsibilities changed as well. 

And in the weeks that followed, our commitment to our covenant, to truly being in “the service 

of all” really came to the fore. 

Mr. Rogers’ song, “It’s a beautiful day in this Neighborhood” is, on the surface, a song of 

appreciation for the people around us and for a particular day. In times of trouble, I hear the 

song as a rallying cry. How does this neighborhood become beautiful? What is my role in 

making my neighborhood beautiful? How big is my neighborhood? Is it Lincoln? Waltham? 

Boston? Minneapolis? Detroit? Miami? LA? There are real concerns of all kinds all around, 

and it’s a beautiful day outside - how do I - how can I - enjoy this, now, amidst all THIS?

These are some of the questions we strive to help children explore on Sunday mornings. We 

don’t pretend to know all the answers - we give some, when we can; but more-so, we try to 

give children the resources they need to find answers within themselves and to find answers 

from trusted sources from without.

Though our curriculum isn’t based on the life and work of Fred Rogers, there isn’t much we do

in RE that can’t trace a link back to something he taught, said, or did. From our very youngest

being embraced in the nursery, with Jan accepting them for “just their being you”, to children 

learning how important it is to share the gifts they’ve been given, to youth discovering the 

traditions of our neighboring faiths, to 8th graders in OWL… do you remember this Mr. Rogers

song? “Some are fancy on the inside, some are fancy on outside, every body’s fancy, every 

body’s fine, your body’s fancy and so is mine.” Oh, Mr. Rogers, how gently you give us these 

life lessons.

Throughout the church year, I attend seminars and workshops to further my education and to 

keep abreast of best practices. During a recent one, a guest speaker sheepishly said, “not to 

sound like Fred Rogers, but…” and I bristled. Why not sound like Fred Rogers?! That our RE 

program should reflect some of the values he lived so very out loud, I think, is an affirmation - 

a badge of success - a confirmation that we are on the right track.

Keeping on the right track has, in more recent FPL years, been a little more of a challenge. 

Mr. Rogers had his neighborhood of helpers - Mr. McFeely, Handy-man Nagri, Chef Brocket…

Just so, FPL’s RE program has had it’s helper-heroes. The teachers, assistant teachers and 



the members of the Youth Programs Committee... I want to pause here to offer my thanks to 

all of these people. And a few in particular.

There was a stretch of a few years when the program needed grace and guidance. Three 

members stepped up and said, “This is so important to my family, this is too important to my 

church for me to sit back and wait to see what happens.” The co-chairs of the Youth Programs

Committee over the last four years have been Elizabeth Kelly, Pilar Doughty and Steve 

Brand. All three have brought enormous amounts of time, talent, and energy to keeping the 

program going; onboarding, offboarding, onboarding and supporting folks in the DRE position;

and advocating for the children and families of this church in committees and in 

conversations.

Pilar rolled off the YPC about a year ago - and we thank her again for all her work. Steve 

stepped into her place and the committee has never had such a knight in shining armor. 

Steve will be rolling off the YPC at the end of this year - and we send him with profound 

thanks.

Elizabeth is stepping down as co-chair of the YPC this year after serving longer than any 

other in that position. I wish we could be in the sanctuary so she could receive the thunderous

applause and the adoration so much deserved. Pilar was Elizabeth’s co-chair at the beginning

and shared with me... “Elizabeth came to the table with the most beautiful mixture of grace, 

love, and passion. She seemed to effortlessly use all of these traits as she addressed long-

existing challenges surrounding the religious education program and the declining population 

of youth and families in the church… knowing exactly when to respond with gentle 

compassion and when to respond with mission-focused passion. She was able to draw from 

her deep love of her life-long relationship with the church as she helped the RE team find 

creative paths forward to address the changing needs of families.”

Steve continues these sentiments, “Elizabeth is the past, present, and future of First Parish. 

She loves this church and its remarkable if quirky congregation. She is a remarkable young 

woman with great energy, intelligence and excellent judgement. She has been a leader with a

vision and commitment to building a program for youth and children that our church can be 

proud of. Serving with her and on the YPC has been the most enjoyable and satisfying 

collaboration with lasting friendships.”



Truly Elizabeth, Pilar and Steve embody these words... "If you could only sense how 

important you are to the lives of those you meet; how important you can be to the people you 

may never even dream of. There is something of yourself that you leave at every meeting with

another person." This is how we come together in this neighborhood called First Parish.

This morning in particular, there is another friend in Mr. Roger’s neighborhood that I’d like to 

mention. Francois Clemmons was a young African American, classically trained tenor who 

Fred recruited to help address the turbulent struggle for civil rights in the late 60’s. On the 

church social media sites this week, I posted a clip of how Fred asked Francois Clemmons to 

play the role of “Officer Clemmons” - a police officer in the neighborhood 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6O_Ep9bY0U). 

Mr. Clemmons remembers how, growing up, he was afraid of the police. In Gavin Edward’s 

book, “Kindness and Wonder: Why Mr. Rogers Matters”, Mr. Clemmons remembers, 

“Policemen were sicking dogs and water hoses on people. And I had a really hard time putting

myself in that role. So I was not excited about being Officer Clemmons at all.” (pg. 94)  Mr. 

Rogers was aware of the challenging dynamic and intentionally chose Francois for this 

important role to try to change the image for his young viewers. 51 years ago... 51 years ago.

In 1969, it was impossible for either man to be silent amid racial violence erupting around the 

country. There are incredibly disturbing videos of white Americans going to extreme and 

hateful measures to keep black Americans out of white swimming pools. For Mr. Rogers, this 

certainly hit a nerve - he swam every day of his life. A pool was his place of physical challenge

and spiritual renewal. But how to address such a Big Idea with children… on TV?   Gently, 

without a mention of what was happening in the news, Mr. Rogers and “Officer Clemmons” 

shared a kiddy-pool foot bath. There was no mistaking either man’s participation - their shared

message was clear… in Fred Rogers’ own words… "Love isn't a state of perfect caring. It is 

an active noun like struggle. To love someone is to strive to accept that person exactly the 

way he or she is, right here and now."

Francois Clemmons has remained grateful for his relationship with Fred Rogers and for his 

work on Mr. Roger’s Neighborhood. However, there is another Fred Rogers quote that comes 

to mind when considering that relationship, "Little by little we human beings are confronted 

with situations that give us more and more clues that we are not perfect.” Though privately 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6O_Ep9bY0U


Fred loved Francois exactly how he is… he also asked Mr. Clemmons to conceal his 

homosexuality publicly. In 1969, perhaps Mr. Rogers felt that breaching the race divide was 

tough enough. Simultaneously trying to support the LGBTQIA community likely seemed out of

reach.

What a better world it would be if there were no barriers for each of us to be and to be loved 

for all that we are.

I believe the children of First Parish are learning how this might be true and possible - and 

about how they can play a role in bringing this about. They have role models in the adults who

help nurture their minds and spirits, in the adults who help direct the program in which they 

learn, in the adults who smile and engage with them in hospitality after usual worship services

and after being enthusiastic pageant audience members and during boisterous egg hunts. For

the children of First Parish in Lincoln, our message is clear, "Mutual caring relationships 

require kindness and patience, tolerance, optimism, joy in the other's achievements, 

confidence in oneself, and the ability to give without undue thought of gain." Thank you Mr. 

Rogers - I couldn’t have said it any better myself.

Let us celebrate all that we are for one another… that we may bring our best selves to help 

shape the world as it should be… join me as we joyfully sing our closing hymn… 

Benediction:  We offer thanks for a beautiful day in this neighborhood. May we continue our 

work to make it strong and good, may we continue to find strength and goodness when we 

need it. As we reflect on the voices we heard this morning, may we remember the words of 

Fred Rogers when he said,  "Anyone who does anything to help a child in his life is a hero." I 

thank you all for being heroes here - in the lives of these, our children - this Celebration 

Sunday. Blessed be.


